YOU HOLD THE KEY
TO FEWER ACCIDENTS
& SAFER DRIVERS
Tips to prevent accidents and
improve safety.

With the rise of vehicle-related accidents within the fleet industry,
the person responsible for fleet has to work harder than ever to ensure
drivers are safe. Did you know you already have what you need to
prevent accidents?
Take a minute to recall how many accidents your company has paid for in the last 3 years. Now
imagine that you had a key to unlock all the information needed to prevent many, if not most,
of those accidents. How much would that have saved your company in cost, time, and lost
productivity?
In this technologically savvy world there is a proverbial key that can prevent many of your
drivers’ accidents from happening while keeping them safer: DATA. You see, like any key, data
doesn’t work unless you actually use it. Joe Voors, a National Client Partnership Manager for
Mike Albert Fleet Solutions, agrees, “The information is there. It’s knowing the ‘so what’ of it
all: what is actionable and what you do with all that information that counts.”

DID YOU KNOW MOST FLEET ACCIDENTS
HAPPEN TO PARKED VEHICLES??
The cost of those accidents can be about 4X the amount of the actual damage done to the vehicle itself
when you take into account repairs, lost business, and lost productivity.
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WHICH DATA IS KEY
TO PREVENTING ACCIDENTS?
ANNUAL MOTOR VEHICLE REPORTS
(MVRS)
Annually run, track, and analyze driver performance to
reduce risky driver behaviors and accidents on the job.
Once you have identified those riskier drivers, you can
assign them to specific training based on any frequent
offenses. This helps uncover what type of potential
risks there are and pro-actively stop accidents. It also
allows you to continuously monitor drivers over time to
discover which drivers continue to struggle with safety,
despite training.

PREVENTABLE/NON-PREVENTABLE
ACCIDENTS

TIME OF DAY

Take a closer look at your accident data to determine
if accidents are truly avoidable. Are the accidents that
are identified as “non-preventable” really impossible to
prevent? It might surprise you just how many accidents
you can prevent that you once thought you couldn’t.

Do most of your driver accidents seem to happen
during rush-hour? After hours? When you have this
kind of information, you have the opportunity to
potentially restrict drive time and enforce safer driving
routines.

ACCIDENT TYPES

ACCIDENT LOCATIONS

Reviewing the various types of driver accidents helps
determine which are most frequent. You can use
this information to identify necessary training, issue
changes in policy, determine the need for additional
driver assistance technology, or simply reorganize
vehicles or routes to directly address and prevent these
recurring accidents.

The highway, back-roads, parking lots…discovering
where most of your fleet accidents happen can help
you arrange alternate routes, establish new policies,
and provide driver-specific training.

DATA DISCOVERY
DRIVER DETAILS
One delivery company was surprised to find that
40% of their accidents were coming from only 15%
of their fleet drivers.
Solution: The company required the drivers to
attend training to improve driving habits.
Results: Claims reduced by 14% and adding
$124,000 to bottom-line annually.
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A TEAM EFFORT
MAKING SENSE OF YOUR DATA
Typically fleet managers are stuck with the timeconsuming task of sorting through mountains of driver
data, then trying to interpret that data to identify
trending issues. Based on that interpretation, fleet
managers can make changes to driver policy and/or
training to prevent future accidents. This alone can
become a full time job. Many fleet managers choose
to partner with an Accident Management program to
review all the data and put it to good use.
According to Voors, “It’s important to have an
experienced partner who will interpret and provide
effective insights and recommended solutions. This
will help deliver increased driver safety and reduce
accident-related costs for any fleet.” The effectiveness
of those changes can then be measured by comparing
the results of new safety efforts.

WHAT’S NEXT
FOR MANAGING ACCIDENTS?
In a perfect world, all accidents would be preventable.
Who knows? Since an estimated 97% of all accidents
are related to human-error, maybe autonomous
vehicles will eventually take over the fleet industry
and make accidents a thing of the past. But, until
then, make friends with your fleet’s accident data, or
- better yet - partner with an Accident Management
program to wield that “key” for you. Using this
valuable data is a company’s best defense against
higher operating costs, increased downtime, and
diminished productivity that inevitably comes with
fleet-related accidents.

DATA DISCOVERY
PREVENTABLE VS. NON-PREVENTABLE

One delivery company discovered, that accidents labeled ‘non-preventable’, were vehicles
‘hit while parked’ in lots during retail business hours.
Solution: Company developed and enforced a rule requiring drivers to park “behind the white
line” only in delivery areas designated for non-customers and away from high traffic zones.
Result: These accidents were reduced by 60%.
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BONUS

TIPS TO A SUCCESSFUL
ACCIDENT PREVENTION PROGRAM
REGULAR BACKGROUND CHECKS

PROTECT DRIVERS WITH TELEMATICS

Annual driver background checks ensure you are aware
of any recurring, unsafe driver habits.

Tracking specific driver patterns (i.e. speeding, quick
braking) can alert you to at-risk drivers. Take it one step
further – reward drivers with good habits (incentives) and
take corrective action with drivers demonstrating unsafe
driving behavior.

DEFENSIVE DRIVER TRAINING
COURSES
Specially designed training courses improve on what
they already know. Attendance is documented to
help ensure accountability. Reduced fleet accidents =
reduced insurance premiums and fleet repair bills.

TRAINING/DRIVING PROGRAMS
Programs tracked for each driver. Regular review of
tracked information can reveal riskier vs. safer drivers.

DRIVER POLICY UPDATES
How long has it been since your company’s Driver
Policy was updated? When updating, be sure to
consider recent changes to technology.

STANDARD VEHICLE SAFETY
FEATURES
New vehicle safety technology has improved the standards
for safety across the board and now comes standard with
many new vehicles. Are you benefitting from all of this
new technology or is your fleet aged? For example, as
of May 2018, all light-duty vehicles must come with a
standard backup camera, and most manufacturers now
offer lane-change and parking assist, emergency braking
assist, pedestrian warning, etc.

CUSTOM UPFITTING
Take driver safety into consideration when upfitting your
vehicles. Things like passenger-side access doors, safety
bulkheads or easy-access ladder racks can be added.

ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE
Establish 24-hour Emergency Roadside Assistance to
ensure drivers have help when needed and are never left
stranded in unsafe conditions.

ABOUT MIKE ALBERT
FLEET SOLUTIONS

Mike Albert Fleet Solutions is a family owned fleet management company based in Cincinnati, Ohio. Our team of
fleet pro’s support small and large organizations who want to improve operational health and optimize vehicle use while
reducing the overall cost of fleet. They serve clients in all 50 states and in every industry. While they specialize in solving
complex finance and unique vehicle challenges they provide a full suite of services that keep businessess driven forward.

LEARN MORE WAYS YOU CAN REDUCE THE COST OF YOUR FLEET AND KEEP
YOUR DRIVER’S SAFE: 866-218-8888 OR VISIT MIKEALBERT.COM
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